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Brand: Paoli Pit Stop Product Code: DP197SFE-UH-C

1" PITSTOP IMPACT WRENCH-(UH)+COVER+FRS
1" Square Drive Unhanded Paoli Pit Stop Impact Wrench (Wheel Gun) Complete with
COVER and FRS (Fast Reverse System). This product is best suited (but not limited)
to GT, BTCC and Endurance Race Series'.

This model is an unhanded (has no bias to left handor right hand) speed rotation. The
wheel nut guns have been designed to be smaller, lighter and provide optimum
efficiency in comparison with conventional wheel nut guns and are able to tighten or
loosen a wheel nut in less than a second. The guns are manufactured to optimum
quality standards and have had no reported failures during a race, vital where every
second counts in the pitlane. The Black colour signifies this unhanded/ unbiased
rotation so in the fast action in pit lane you can never mistake in pit lane!

Features include a lightweight aerospace grade aluminium 7075 front cover, high
speed and durabilty you can only expect from Paoli Pit Stop Products!

You can also purchase seperately 2mm thick Transparent plastic cover Part#
B.18.0001 and Fast Reverse System (FRS) Part# B.31.0001

Specifications

Application Example GT, Endurance etc.

Free Speed 7,500 rpm at 20 Bar

Hose Size I.D 13 mm (1/2")

Length 200 mm

Max. Air Pressure 20 bar (290 psi)

Square Drive 1"

Torque Max. 1,800 Nm (1,327 ft/lbs)

Weight 4.60 kg

1" PITSTOP IMPACT WRENCH-(UH)+COVER+FRS
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